
 
 

Wall Mover:____________________________________ 

 

Nanotechnology is a field of science that studies objects and their relationships at the nanometer 

level.  How small is a nanometer?  A nanometer is one billionth of a meter.  The diameter of a human 

hair is about 80,000 nanometers across! With nanotechnology, new tools have to be developed that can 

measure incredibly small items and their movements. One way researchers do this is by using a special 

microscope called an atomic force microscope (AFM).  An AFM uses lasers and reflective surfaces to 

see what is happening at the nano-scale.  In this experiment you will use a similar process involving a 

laser and mirror to determine if you can actually move a solid wall.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step One: Record your measurements and label them in the diagram above. 

Distance from:  

Mirror to the wall:_________      Floor to the starting laser point:__________ 

 Floor to the mirror:________       Floor to your ending laser point:__________ 

 

 

Step Two: Use your knowledge of triangles and trigonometry to determine the change 

In the angle made by the laser beam and it’s reflection when the wall is 

pushed. 

A.) Which variable in the diagram represents the change in the angle when the wall 

is pushed?____Why?_______________________________________ 

B.) Find the measure of 1  

C.) Find the measure of 2  

D.) Find the measure of 3  
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This is a mathematical model you can use for 

the experiment. (Warning: the picture is not to scale) 
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Step Three:  Use 
3  to determine the angle of rotation of the T-Pin. 

The diagram to the right shows a laser beam reflecting off of a mirror.  Notice 

that when the mirror is vertical, the laser beam returns at 0 degrees. When the 

mirror is rotated 45° from the vertical, the beam is reflected at an angle of 

90°. Thus the rotation of the mirror and T-pin is only half of the reflected laser 

angle (
3 ). 

A.) Use this property of reflection to find the angle rotated by the 

mirror and T-pin. 

 

 

Step Four:  Calculate the distance the wall moved! 

A.) The diameter of the small pin attached to the mirror is .042 inches.  

Find the circumference of that pin.__________________ 

B.) The pin rolled a very small portion of its circumference.  In mathematics, a 

part of a circumference is called an arc.  The arc’s length is proportional to the 

number of degrees that the mirror turned.  The diagram to the left illustrates 

a cross section of the pin.  One complete revolution of the pin is 360 degrees. 
 

      Use this information to write and solve a proportion that will allow you to 

   find the arc length the pin rolled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.) Since the rod attached to the wall is rolling on the T-pin, we need to apply 

some physics principles about rolling.  The rod attached to the wall would move 

twice as far as the t-pin.  How far did you move the wall?______________ 

 

Step Five:  Determine how small of a movement that really is! 

A.) Convert the amount you moved the wall into meters.  (Hint:  To convert inches 

to meters, just multiply by .0254).  Write the amount in meters you moved the 

wall:_____________. 

B.) Use the scale below to determine which metric measurement would be best to 

describe the amount you moved the wall:_________________________ 

 

Metric Measurement(Powers of Ten) Example in real life 
210 m= 1 centimeter (cm) 1.5 cm = .015 m = length of a house fly 
310 m= 1 millimeter (mm) 2mm = .002 m = length of a flea 



104m= 100 micrometers (µm) 125 µm = .000125 m = length of a dust mite 



105m= 10 micrometers (µm) 17 µm = .000017 m = length of dust mite excrement 
610 m= 1 micrometer (µm) 7 µm = .000007 m = diameter of red blood cell 
710 m= 100 nanometers (nm) 600 nm = .0000006 m = diameter of staph bacteria 
810 m= 10 nanometers (nm) 90 nm = .00000009 m = diameter of HIV virus 
910 m= 1 nanometer (nm) 2 nm = .000000002 m = diameter of DNA 



 


